ORDER INFORMATION - TERMS & CONDITIONS

PRICES
Orders can only be accepted on the understanding that goods will be charged at prices ruling at the time of despatch.

PAYMENT TERMS
Cash with orders please add VAT at the current rate to the total purchase value, including carriage when applicable.

CONDITIONS
Ownership and title to any goods supplied by Duggan Veterinary remains with Duggan Veterinary until payment is made in full.

CLAIMS
Damage or loss must be reported within 3 days of delivery and non-delivery within 14 days of despatch date. Claims for damage or loss will not be met unless the carrier is notified on delivery. If a carton shows signs of damage, the carrier docket should be marked ‘damaged’ and signed. In all other cases the docket should be signed and marked ‘unexamined’.

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements given are approximate and given as guidance only.

GUARANTEE
Duggan Veterinary guarantee that we will, at our discretion, either replace faulty goods or repair the same product to the claim being made in writing to us, within 12 months of the sale.

CARRIAGE CHARGES
We are always striving to keep shipping costs as low as possible, in our endeavour to do this we will quote your shipping charge on receipt of order. All carriage charges will be quoted on goods invoice.

MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ARE ACCEPTED
For a quarter of a century Duggan Veterinary have dedicated their efforts to the various aspects of animal welfare. By working closely with veterinary practitioners and other specialists in this field, together with acquiring first hand experience, a range of products has been developed to meet specific needs. This essential cooperation with those directly involved in animal welfare continues so that new products are always under consideration and existing products are subject to modification as experience dictates.

Suggestions for new products or for changes to current ones are always welcome contributions to the process of enhancing and upgrading the product range.

Social attitudes towards animal welfare have changed substantially over the years and today there is a widespread concern that animals are treated in a humane way. That animal neglect is still common does not detract from the fact that society at large is more conscious of animal welfare. For this reason it is important that traps, cages and various devices for capture and restraint must be designed to reduce stress and suffering to a minimum. In this respect Duggan Veterinary adheres to a policy of ensuring that its products are designed to minimise discomfort.

This latest catalogue contains a comprehensive range of products which will be of interest to all those dedicated to animal welfare.

Duggan Veterinary
Holycross
Co. Tipperary
IRELAND
Tel: +353 (0)504 43169
Fax: +353 (0)504 43147
Email: sales@dugganvet.ie
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FINGER TOOTH BRUSHES™

Correct brushing of teeth, together with gum massage can greatly reduce tartar and plaque formation. Many health problems can stem from lack of attention to oral hygiene. Regular brushing and massage will go a long way towards eliminating bad breath, loose teeth, swollen gums and gingivitis.

172-004 Finger Tooth Brushes For Dogs (one pair)

NEW K9 CORTAFEN
Equire America - “Products That Really Work!”

- Tasty crumbles
- Rapid results
- 100% healthy

Micro-sized nutrients of Cortaflex for maximum joint health and mobility - PLUS a natural alternative to Devil’s Claw.

K9 Cortafen is a brand new version of the popular joint mobility supplement Cortaflex®, specifically formulated for dogs. It is a unique blend of natural, highly effective anti-inflammatory ingredients and is a natural alternative to Devil’s Claw.

Wear and tear to the joints is a normal function and will occur naturally with age, however, feeding a proven joint supplement can help to redress the balance and support healthy joints.

K9 Cortafen contains Cortaflex in a tasty, palatable crumble with the added bonus of natural and effective anti-inflammatory substances such as Bromelain and ASU. The results are rapid and impressive, causing no harmful side effects, unlike the well-known drug-based products.

141-610 K9 Cortafen Supplements
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URINE SPECIMEN KIT™
Bitches and Dogs
This specimen kit provides a simple method for collecting a urine sample. Supplied in a sealed pack with a bottle and full instructions for use. Veterinary clients should have no difficulty in obtaining a clean sample for analysis.

141-580 Urine Specimen Kit

CAT URINE COLLECTOR TRAY KIT™
The MDC Urine Collector Tray features a series of drainage channels covered by a perforated plate which also serves as a base for the special litter granules supplied. The litter has been especially produced so that it is non-absorbent and washable, and it can be used again and again. When a urine sample is required the Collector Tray is substituted for the cat's usual litter tray.

The kit comprises of the tray, the cover plate, an ample supply of granules, a specimen bottle and full instructions.

141-581 Cat Urine Collector Tray Kit
141-582 Replacement Non-absorbent Litter

FLEA COMBS
172-002 Plastic Back Flea Comb (stainless steel pins)

CELESTIAL CAT NIP
Your cat will enjoy the wonderful aroma of this top quality Cat Nip. You can also use it as an enticement to get cats to enter a Cat Trap. Supplied in 3 gram sachets.

211-415 Celestial Cat Nip

QUICK RELEASE DOG GRASPER™
WITH INSTANT LOCKING DEVICE
The animal Grasper has become essential for anyone involved in animal control and welfare, particularly when dealing with dogs.

Using a Grasper has proved to be the most positive and effective way to catch a stray dog, to rescue a dog which is trapped and distressed or to deal safely and humanely with a dog which is hostile or vicious. In these and other situations the animal can be seized and restrained from a safe distance.

MDC Graspsers have evolved from working closely with individuals and organisations out in the field and the results of this sensible co-operation are reflected in the robust simplicity of the MDC products.

When capturing stray dogs, speed is of the essence. Having placed the loop around the dog's neck, the operator can pull the cable to tighten the Grasper; it will then instantly lock in the required position. The dog will then be held securely, requiring no effort from the operator.

If a larger loop is required, pull the metal knob on the end of the Grasper and feed more cable through.

The Grasper is fitted with a hand grip. Parts which may come into contact with the animal are plastic covered to prevent any damage to the dog's teeth. When the operator is required to put the dog into a van or kennel, the quick release mechanism can be operated by pulling the ring provided, instantly releasing the animal into a safe environment.

NEW
106-307-24 Quick Release Grasper 61cm long
111-307-24 Replacement Cable
108-307-36 Quick Release Grasper 91cm long
111-309-36 Replacement Cable
110-307-48 Quick Release Grasper 122cm long
111-309-48 Replacement Cable
109-307-60 Quick Release Grasper 152cm long
111-309-60 Replacement Cable
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HEAVY DUTY DOG POLE™
Based on the proven MDC Grasper design the Heavy Duty Dog Pole™ is designed for dealing with known dangerous dogs and is appropriately robust in construction – for example, the handle is made of 32mm diameter high grade aluminium tube, whilst the lanyard has been tested to 350kg loading. Once a dog has been secured, the lanyard can be held in position by means of a 4-position lock. The lanyard can, if necessary, be instantly released by means of a cable operated spring-loaded latch. Strong plastic sleeving over the lower part, protects the animal’s teeth, if it attempts to bite the pole.

Weight 1.4kg (approx.)

107-300 Heavy Duty Dog Pole™ - 110cm
107-301 Replacement Lanyard - 110cm
107-304 Heavy Duty Dog Pole™ Extra Long - 150cm
107-305 Replacement Lanyard - 150cm
107-302 Heavy Duty Dog Pole™ Short - 50cm
107-303 Replacement Lanyard - 50cm

NEW AMERICAN “KETCH-ALL POLES™”
Proven in decades of rugged field use, there is no better snare pole than Ketch-All. With all the features you demand, including lightweight aircraft aluminium shaft, swivel head, automatic locking mechanism, instant release, protective bite sleeve, non-slip rubber grips, vinyl-coated noose etc., and is available in two lengths. This is the basic piece of equipment for any animal handler. For controlling the head; not for lifting.

Note: the longer the pole, the larger the noose opening. Made from aircraft aluminium heavy-gauge tubing.

A stainless steel pole version is also available.

112-307-4 American Ketch-All Pole 122cm long
111-309-4 Replacement Cable
112-307-5 American Ketch-All Pole 152cm long
111-309-5 Replacement Cable
112-308-4 Stainless Steel Ketch-All Pole 122cm long
112-308-5 Stainless Steel Ketch-All Pole 152cm long

ARMS LENGTH™
The Easy Pet Mess Solution
Introducing our latest product Arms Length™. Ideal for cleaning up after dogs. Simple to use, easy to clean. The two handles clip together for easy storage.

Ideal for veterinary surgery waiting rooms or kennels. Use it in the garden or yard. The easy pet mess solution.

Arms Length™ is supplied in two halves and is easily assembled in seconds. Wrapped in a display card so it is great for veterinary waiting room sales, boarding kennels or shops.

Length 122cm x Width 60cm. Weight 3kg (approx.).

141-600 Arms Length™
**ECO BAG™ DISPENSER**
The Green Way To Clean™

- Never forget your poo bag again
- Small plastic dispenser for use in the home, garden, kennels or veterinary practice
- Holds 50 bio-degradable “Eco Bags”
- Ideal for all size and breed of dog
- Long handles to tie and dispose

We have designed the “Eco Bag” Dispenser for use in the home, veterinary practice or where dogs are housed, simply screw to the wall in a convenient location inside or outside the property (screws provided). We also include two handy hooks for your leads and grooming items to hang. When starting out on your walk all of your paraphernalia will be together, you will never forget your poo bag again.

Located in a busy veterinary waiting room “Eco Bag” Dispenser will allow your clients to clean up after their pet. Fit “Eco Bag” Dispenser at handy locations throughout the practice so there is always an “Eco Bag” available when needed.

141-601 “Eco Bag” Dispenser (includes 50 “Eco Bags”)
141-602 Replacement “Eco Bags” (pack of 50)
141-603 Replacement “Eco Bags” (pack of 4 rolls 200)

**NEW**

**MDC BREAK STICK**

What is a Break Stick:
A break stick is a device inserted into the mouth of a dog (behind the molars) to facilitate the release of its grip on another dog.

How to use a Break Stick:
Walk over to the dogs, straddle one that has a hold, and then lock your legs around the dog’s hips just in front of the hindquarters. Make sure your legs are locked securely around the dog. Your break stick will be in one hand, so with your free hand, grab your dog firmly by his collar and pull upward slightly.

Insert the break stick behind the molars where the gap is found. Sometimes you need to work the stick in just a bit if the gap is small. The stick should be inserted from ½ to 1½ inches into the dog’s mouth.

Turn the stick as if you’re twisting the throttle of a motorcycle. This action will cause the dog to readjust its’ grip, and it will bite onto the stick, releasing the other dog. If both dogs have a hold, you will then have to break the second dog from the first.

106-526 MDC Break Stick 24cm(L) x 4cm(W) 1cm(T)

**CAT GRABBER**
A simple and effective means for capturing and controlling cats, the MDC Cat Grabber is widely used in rescue situations where the cat is in a confined space or out of normal reach. It is particularly useful for dealing with feral cats where it eliminates any need for manual contact with the animal and the risk of physical injury to personnel.

The Cat Grabber comprises of a 76cm stainless steel handle, shaped at one end to form a fixed jaw which matches a spring-loaded movable jaw, operated by a cable, attached to a handle of the operator’s end. The jaws are plastic covered to minimise discomfort and the grabber is light and easy to use. If necessary the cat can be quickly released.

Length 76cm.

180-305 Cat Grabber

---

**CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR DOG WITH “ECO BAG” AND REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT**
Y POLE™

The Y Pole™ is an extremely useful tool when working with obstinate dogs. It is used as a safe extension of your hand to teach the dog it is safe to submit and allow the Y Pole™ to be placed across its neck. From that point you can then conduct physical examinations, collect blood, add further restraint to move the animal, or administer anaesthetics. For this to work, the handler must convey dominance with compassion and work in a calm and kind manner.

We feel that every animal shelter should have a Y Pole™ for handling fractious animals. In many situations, the Y Pole™ replaces the use of a snare pole. Because the Y Pole™ can restrain a dog without the risks and stresses associated with a snare pole, it allows the handler to develop a quieter, more respectful relationship with the animal.

The Y Pole™ shown in the picture has foam rubber and gaffer tape. Your pole is supplied with foam rubber and tape, we recommend that the “Y” piece be covered in foam rubber tubing and sealed with gaffer tape. This will protect the dog’s teeth.

199-450 MDC Y Pole™ 152cm long - 25mm diam tube

NIMROD™ ANIMAL CATCHER

The Nimrod™ is essentially a ‘snap-action’ animal catcher, designed in the first instance for capturing stray dogs. It has a 1200mm flexible handle, made from a polycarbonate rod, which has a dual function – it provides the spring tension necessary for operation and reduces discomfort to the captured animal. It has a plastic covered, braided cable, attached securely to one end, and a wrist loop attached to the other.

To prepare the Nimrod™ for action the handle is ‘bowed’ and the end loop on the cable is passed along the handle until it reaches the hand grip, where it can be held under tension by the operator's thumb. Once over the animal’s head, the cable is released to ‘fly-off’ and automatically forms a loop around its neck. It is particularly effective in catching animals on the run.

199-427 Nimrod™ Animal Catcher

SNAPPY SNARE™

Easy to use time-saver for capturing elusive or frightened animals. Pull the noose back and hold with the thumb. Release thumb and the noose tightens instantly and safely around the animal. For non-aggressive animals only.

Note: Intended for use on small animals. The inner core of Snappy Snares is breakable. MDC cannot assume liability for breakage.

199-419 Snappy Snares™ 76cm long
199-420 Snappy Snares™ 125cm long
199-421 Snappy Snares™ 165cm long

CANINE CRUISER™

Stainless Animal Stretcher

- Strong Stainless Steel Frame
- Easy Clean PVC Cover
- Suitable for Large and Small Dogs
- Can be used Single-Handedly
- Fits easily into vans for R. T. A. emergencies
- 7.6cm Multi-terrain Wheels

Designed for veterinary professionals, primarily for dealing with injured dogs, the Canine Cruiser™ can also be used for many different animals.

The cover is made of the highest quality PVC fabric. It has a durable nylon mesh sandwich, making it almost indestructible. It is also stain and bacteria resistant.

Three 5cm webbing straps with Velcro fasteners are provided to secure the animal to the stretcher.

The adjustable lifting handle enables the Canine Cruiser™ to be used single-handedly without the need for bending.

Length 122cm x Width 60cm. Weight 3kg (approx.).

211-497 Canine Cruiser™
**Baskerville Ultra Muzzle™**

The Baskerville Ultra Muzzle™ is designed to protect against bites but at the same time be comfortable for the dog.

The ergonomically designed safety strapping ensures the muzzle will always remain secure in place and features two additional points of secure attachment.

The loop at the bottom is designed to attach to your dog’s regular collar and an optional, removable overhead safety strap should ensure that even a canine Houdini cannot escape!

Ultra Muzzles are made from Injection Moulded Thermo Plastic Rubber, which is extremely tough and durable, yet malleable and soft to touch.

The unique design and structure of the Baskerville Ultra™ helps make this muzzle a great fit. There is also the addition of neoprene padding to the inside of the webbing straps, to ensure it is snug and comfortable for the dog to wear. As welfare is always paramount with our product design, a dog can pant, drink and be given treats to reward a more placid attitude to life.

**Table: Typical Breeds for Ultramuzzles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Typical Breeds</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102-124</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Border Terrier, Jack Russell Terrier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cocker Spaniel, Beagle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-126</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Collie, Staffordshire Bull Terrier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-127</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pointer, Pit Bull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Labrador, German Shepherd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102-129</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Great Dane, Rottweiler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Catch Net™**

The Catch Net™ is an effective and humane means for capturing individual cats, dogs, puppies and other small animals – it can also be used for securing large birds such as swans. It is strong, lightweight and easy to manipulate.

The net opening is controlled by a simple mechanism which holds it in the ‘kite’ shape, determined by the spring steel former, until the moment of capture when it can be closed quickly by drawing back the operating sleeve and collapsing the steel former. The ‘kite’ shape was chosen to facilitate working the net into corners.

The net and its’ operating mechanism are carried on a 122cm stainless steel tubular handle. The net is fine mesh and does not stretch – it can be replaced quite easily. When not in use the Catch Net™ is easily stowed in a vehicle where it might be convenient to keep the delivery box for storage.

A new addition to our range is a catch net designed for small to medium size dogs. The frame is the same as the Catch Net™ for cats (174-311), but has a strong nylon net which is very dark for the dog, when captured, this has a calming effect, so will reduce struggling.

Length 122cm. Weight 1.85kg (approx.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174-311</td>
<td>Catch Net™ for Cats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-312</td>
<td>Replacement Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-314</td>
<td>Catch Net™ for Small Dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-315</td>
<td>Replacement Net</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Catch Net™ for Cats**

**Catch Net™ for Small Dogs**
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HOOP NET™
The Hoop Net™ has been designed to capture dogs and other small animals, particularly when they are on the run. The hoop is made with 25mm lightweight aluminium tubing and is covered in the finest quality green nylon netting.

In practice the Hoop Net™ can be thrown a considerable distance to capture a running animal – once over the animal the hoop can be lifted up to leave it helpless in the bottom of the net. The Hoop Net™ folds down to a compact size for easy storage.

*Diameter 112cm. Weight 2.1kg (approx.)*

174-393 Hoop Net™

WALK-TOWARD NET™
Designed for capturing wild or savage dogs in open areas such as gardens. In action the net is held, stretched taut, between two persons to form a barrier (rather like a tennis net) and then “walked” towards the dog to effect capture.

The net has a strong support pole at each end and fully extended it measures 4.5 metres with a height of 1.3 metres. It can be used partly unwound in confined spaces.

*Weight 2kg.*

174-323 Walk-Toward Net™

TICK & FLEA COMB™
This combined tick and flea comb remover, is the natural way to remove parasites. It’s ergonomic and compact design makes it pet friendly and comfortable to hold and it is simple and easy to use on all animals. It also features a key-ring attachment, to ensure it is always to hand.

*Patent Pending*

Quickly removes Ticks

Easily removes Flea Eggs and Fleas

172-005 Tick & Flea Comb (Display Box - 20 per box)
172-003 Tick & Flea Comb (Single Blister Pack)

MDC PET PILL GIVER
The MDC Pet Pill Giver is for the administration of tablets to cats, dogs and other small animals.

MDC Pet Pill Giver is to aid administration of capsules or tablets to cats, dogs and other small animals. The MDC Pet Pill Giver is made of tough polyethylene with a silicon teat and is washable and reusable.

*Length 19cm.*

211-420 MDC Pet Pill Giver

NEW

NEW
PILL CRUSHER SPLITTER™
MDC's Pill Crusher Splitter uses the power of the screw thread to crush pills to powder, without loss or mess. Injection moulded in tough plastic the Crusher comprises of a cup and a crusher. Pills are dropped into the cup, the Crusher is inserted and then screwed down firmly until the pills are crushed to powder. It is easy to keep clean and hygienic. The Crusher is hollow and has a clip-in lid and provides storage for a small number of pills, where this is appropriate. Extra storage is provided in the centre section.

To use the Pill Splitter, lift the lid and remove the blade cover, place the pill in the channel then close the lid. The pill will be cut in two.

211-410 Pill Crusher Splitter

NIPLOK QUICK RELEASE TOURNIQUET™

“New Design”

The NipLok is a simple but effective means for applying a tourniquet on a small animal and even more importantly it can be released instantly – a particular advantage in certain veterinary procedures.

NipLok consists of a strong elasticated band, combined with a quick-release locking device which allows single-handed operation. It is suitable for most small animals including cats, puppies and some small breeds of dog.

The band is made from high quality, round elasticated cord and the lock is moulded in rigid plastic. NipLok will be welcome in the busy veterinary practice where one or two can be slipped into a coat pocket for instant availability.

211-109 NipLok Tourniquet (Pack of 5)

THROW NET
The Throw Net, as the name suggests, is cast towards the target animal and can be a simple but effective means for capturing dogs, cats and small animals. It consists of a 2.4m x 2.4m hexamesh net which has a lead-weighted rim cord to facilitate casting. It weighs approximately 1.1kg.

174-324 Throw Net

AVIARY NETS

Lightweight but strong MDC Aviary Nets are made with top quality soft taffeta. The opening rims are padded with soft rubber. The nets are suitable for a wide variety of birds including ducks and may even be used for catching young kittens and other small animals. The nets are available in three opening sizes and two handle lengths.

174-329 Aviary Net 300
Opening 30cm. Handle Length 46cm. Weight 300g.

174-331 Aviary Net 355
Opening 35.5cm. Handle Length 122cm. Weight 500g.

174-330 Aviary Net 460
Opening 46cm. Handle Length 122cm. Weight 600g.
**NEW** **NYLON COLLARS & LEADS**

**SLIP LEADS**
Our slip leads offer an inexpensive way of handling dogs. Manufactured from 15mm polypropylene and polyester webbing, with a white label to add your practice name.

Available in five colours: Blue, Black, Red, Green and Yellow

- 134-591 15mm Nylon Slip Lead - 10pk

**PLEASE DO NOT FEED ME COLLARS**
Perfect for overweight cats, either in surgery or at home where they may be fed by neighbours. The adjustable collar has quick release clasps.

Available in five colours: Pink, Blue, Red, Brown and Black

- 134-590 “Please Do Not Feed Me” Cat Collar - 10pk

**ROPE LEADS**
Strongly made using top quality terylene cord and fitted with robust toggle hooks, these Rope Leads are ideal for dog wardens, dog trainers and vets.

The leads are available in three diameters, in addition, there are two sizes of slip lead.

- 134-593 Rope Lead 95cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-594 Rope Lead 120cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-595 Rope Lead 62cm long - 12mm diameter
- 134-423 Slip Lead 140cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-424 Slip Lead 120cm long - 12mm diameter

**MDC TUFF LEADS™**
The Tuff Leads™ are virtually unbreakable, each lead being tested to withstand a 350kg loading. It is also chew proof as its’ 4mm core cable is covered in flexible plastic to a diameter of 7mm. All in all this is an extremely tough and robust lead.

Our Trigger Hooks are tested to a 1000kg breaking strain and are made of stainless steel, expensive, but they are guaranteed not to let you down (test certificate available). Dog Tethers have Trigger Hooks at each end.

**134-407** Dog Slip Lead 106cm long
**134-408** Dog Lead with Brass Trigger Hook 106cm long
**134-412** Dog Lead with S/S Trigger Hook 106cm long
**134-409** Dog Tether with S/S Trigger Hooks 60cm long
**134-413** Dog Tether with Brass Trigger Hooks 60cm long
**134-410** Dog Tether with Stainless Steel Trigger Hooks 2 metre long
**134-414** Dog Tether with Brass Trigger Hooks 2 metre long
**134-411** Tuff Stainless Steel Trigger Hook
**134-415** Tuff Brass Trigger Hook

**134-591** 15mm Nylon Slip Lead - 10pk

**134-590** “Please Do Not Feed Me” Cat Collar - 10pk

**134-593** Rope Lead 95cm long - 8mm diameter
**134-594** Rope Lead 120cm long - 8mm diameter
**134-595** Rope Lead 62cm long - 12mm diameter
**134-423** Slip Lead 140cm long - 8mm diameter
**134-424** Slip Lead 120cm long - 12mm diameter

**NEW** **VETERINARY AND WELFARE**

**DOG PARKING FACILITY™**
The Dog Parking Facility™ comprises of a patented lead restraining hook fitted to a mounting plate, which may be securely attached to any suitable surface, such as a brick wall. The diagram shows how the hand loop of a lead is passed over the hook and retained by the ‘cow horn’ cross-piece. Removing the lead is a simple matter of lifting the loop over the ‘cow horn’.

As there are no springs or spring-loaded ‘gates’ to contend with, the facility can be used single-handed – an advantage to anyone with a young child or carrying shopping bags. Because there are no springs involved it is also helpful to anyone with a physical disability, such as arthritis.

A specific application for the facility would be within the veterinary practice where the presence of two or three units in reception would allow owners to park their dogs while dealing with payments or enquiries – it can be difficult to write a cheque and control an excited animal at the same time!

All metal parts are stainless steel, including the attaching screws, and the mounting plate is made from ABS plastic to make the unit durable and damage resistant. Each unit is supplied complete with screws, wall plugs and fitting instructions.

Width 17cm x Height 17.5cm.

**172-398** Dog Parking Facility™

**NYLON COLLARS & LEADS**

**SLIP LEADS**
Our slip leads offer an inexpensive way of handling dogs. Manufactured from 15mm polypropylene and polyester webbing, with a white label to add your practice name.

Available in five colours: Blue, Black, Red, Green and Yellow

- 134-591 15mm Nylon Slip Lead - 10pk

**PLEASE DO NOT FEED ME COLLARS**
Perfect for overweight cats, either in surgery or at home where they may be fed by neighbours. The adjustable collar has quick release clasps.

Available in five colours: Pink, Blue, Red, Brown and Black

- 134-590 “Please Do Not Feed Me” Cat Collar - 10pk

**ROPE LEADS**
Strongly made using top quality terylene cord and fitted with robust toggle hooks, these Rope Leads are ideal for dog wardens, dog trainers and vets.

The leads are available in three diameters, in addition, there are two sizes of slip lead.

- 134-593 Rope Lead 95cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-594 Rope Lead 120cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-595 Rope Lead 62cm long - 12mm diameter
- 134-423 Slip Lead 140cm long - 8mm diameter
- 134-424 Slip Lead 120cm long - 12mm diameter
ANIMAL I.D. BANDS
An essential item in the busy veterinary practice or animal hospital, is the identity band – a simple but efficient way to ensure that each animal is clearly identified together with clinical details and other relevant information.

MDC’s Animal I.D. Bands provide a low-cost identification system – they are 50cm long and the name and other details can be written on either side using a pen or pencil, the marking being permanent. The bands are soft and comfortable and will not stretch or tear and are fastened with a self-adhesive patch.

They are supplied in boxes of 500 in white only. It should be noted that these bands are not biodegradable and therefore should be disposed of in a bin or suitable receptacle – they should not be flushed into the drainage system.

Length 50cm.

271-601 Animal I.D. Bands (x 500)

PROFESSIONAL SAFETY MUZZLE

- Soft Durable Plastic
- Solid Plastic Injection moulded
- Can be autoclaved or disinfected between animals
- Very easy and quick to fit

The Professional Safety Muzzle has been designed especially for veterinary surgeons and dog groomers to prevent injury when dealing with difficult dogs.

Available in three sizes which fit all sizes and breed of dog. Two holes have been provided so that kennel cough vaccine can be administered to the dog’s nose. Not suitable for walking and exercising the dog.

102-120 Professional Safety Muzzle SMALL
102-121 Professional Safety Muzzle LARGE
102-122 Professional Safety Muzzle Short Nose Dog
102-123 Professional Safety Muzzle Set of all Three

VULCAN DOG TRAP

- Folds flat for storage and transportation
- Easy to set up and simple in operation

Specifically designed for trapping dogs, the Vulcan is a quality product with a number of important features.

The Vulcan folds flat for storage and transport but is easily erected on site to form a cage with a floor area of 1.29m x 0.61m. It is strongly constructed of 5cm x 5cm zinc plated steel mesh.

The outward opening trap door is released when activated by the animal attempting to remove the bait, which is placed at the back of the cage behind the floor mounted treadle.

A slot in the rear door is provided to allow an MDC Quick Release Grasper™ to be inserted into the trap for easy removal of the trapped animal.

Erected: Length 1.31m x Width 0.52m x Height 0.61m.
Flat: Length 1.31m x Width 0.54m x Height 0.12m.
Weight: 20kg.

178-358 Vulcan Dog Trap

FOX TRAP

- All of the mechanism is located on the outside
- Strong & Durable
- Outward opening front door

Specifically designed for the humane trapping of foxes, the trap is a quality product with a number of important features.

The outward opening trap door is released when activated by the animal attempting to remove the bait, which is placed at the back of the cage behind the floor mounted treadle.

Length 0.90m x Width 0.46m x Height 0.48m.
Weight: 12kg.

178-601 Fox Trap
This supports SNIP International's programme of donating equipment for the humane control of stray and feral dogs and cats to animal welfare societies all over the world.

HOW TO SET UP A FERAL CAT CONTROL PROGRAMME BY TNR (TRAP, NEUTER AND RETURN)

SNIP International believes that control of feral cats by killing is cruel and unnecessary. The aim should be to create stable, neutered, healthy colonies.

A stray or abandoned cat can often be re-homed. It should be caught and neutered, then fostered and adopted.

A feral cat is defined as one which was born in the wild and was never handled by people. When adult, it is shy and cannot be handled. Feral cats rarely become tame when adopted. The problems they cause - smell, noise and disease - are greatly reduced by neutering (castration of males and spaying of females).

With a cat trap and transfer-restraint cage combination feral cats may be trapped, examined, neutered and returned to site without anyone needing to handle the conscious animal. The method is known as Trap, Neuter and Return (TNR).

TNR can be more effective and less expensive in the long term than control through killing.

To download this booklet, and for more information about SNIP International, visit the website: www.snip-international.org

EEZISET CAT TRAP™
The EeziSet Cat Trap™ is a self-activating trap designed to catch a single cat. The trap mechanism is both easy to set up and effective in operation. The well proven mechanism comprises of a spring loaded, self locking trap door which is released by the action of the cat's weight on a treadle plate. The whole trap is robust and simple in design and can be used with confidence even by inexperienced personnel. The cage is made with heavy gauge wire mesh and is plated for durability. The trap opening allows easy entry even for mature toms and the cage is spacious to minimise distress and discomfort.

Other features include a Polyglass access door at the rear of the cage to allow bait to be placed and metal plates strategically located to prevent the bait being accessed from outside. The 'see through' bait door may also serve to lessen the natural suspicions of the approaching cat. The EeziSet™ is available in standard and extended versions.

178-315 EeziSet Cat Trap™
Length 76cm x Width 29.5cm x Height 32cm. Weight 8kg.

178-316 Extended EeziSet Cat Trap™
Length 102.5cm x Width 29.5cm x Height 32cm. Weight 10kg.

178-315A Spare Polyglass Door

*Duggan Veterinary is proud to announce that this product is no longer zinc galvanised. Instead we are now using environmentally friendly paint-plated.

148-020 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 1 CAT / RABBIT
Length 24cm

148-022 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 2 SMALL
Length 31cm

148-023 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 3 MEDIUM
Length 40cm

148-024 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 4 LARGE
Length 50.5cm

148-025 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 5 XLARGE
Length 53cm

148-026 SoftE Smart Collar™ Size 6 GREYHOUND
Length 40cm

SOFTÉ SMART COLLAR™
“A Totally New Concept”

A totally new concept in medical collars that allow animals to recover from surgery in comfort, is now available in the UK.

The SoftÉ Collar provides an effective barrier to a treatment area while ensuring an animal can eat, drink and sleep comfortably. It allows free movement of the head, neck and body so an animal can carry on as normal, without being depressed.

Very simple to use and fit, it features a drawstring design, enabling you to fit it precisely and securely with a soft fabric tie thereby ensuring maximum comfort for the animal. The SoftÉ Collar is available in five sizes and suitable for both dogs and cats, and can withstand clawing and chewing.

The SoftÉ Collar is made out of a blue uncoated non-woven fabric which is non allergic, non toxic and water repellent, yet extremely strong to withstand claws and teeth. Very flexible and lightweight, it also folds flat for easy storage and will spring back into its original ‘Elizabethan’ shape.

Measure animals neck for correct size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Neck Size (Circ.)</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size 1 Cat / Rabbit</td>
<td>24cm</td>
<td>10cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 2 Small</td>
<td>31cm</td>
<td>14cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 3 Medium</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>16cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 4 Large</td>
<td>50.5cm</td>
<td>20cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 5 XLarge</td>
<td>53cm</td>
<td>24cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size 6 Greyhound</td>
<td>40cm</td>
<td>32cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rabbits can now enjoy post-operative comfort, thanks to SoftÉ Collar.

The SoftÉ Collar provides an effective barrier to a treatment area whilst ensuring an animal can eat, drink and sleep in comfort.

To download this booklet, and for more information about SNIP International, visit the website: www.snip-international.org
SMART COLLAR™
“To protect cats and dogs from themselves”

- Light
- Comfortable
- Translucent
- Simple to fit
- The kind solution
- Padded on both edges

So many injuries and minor abrasions are worsened by the patient licking and chewing its wounds. In its chronic form, self-mutilation can be troublesome, expensive and ultimately can threaten the animal’s life.

Present designs of Elizabethan post-surgical collars are clumsy, uncomfortable and time-consuming to fit and adjust. Owners despair at the distress caused to usually active young dogs, crashing into furniture and becoming dangerously disoriented.

The Smart Collar™ has been designed to overcome many of these problems. Made of translucent plastic, the dog or cat has a wide field of view, which naturally improves the animal’s confidence. It has a soft Neoprene rubber neck piece so that it does not have to be connected to the dog’s usual collar, as in other designs.

Veterinarians and pet owners will be gratified to find that the Smart Collar™ is easily adjustable. Only five sizes will fit all breeds of dog, the smallest size even fitting cats. Snap studs make fitting and removing of the Smart Collar™ quick and simple, even with a non-co-operative animal.

The Smart Collar™ was developed and tested in consultation with Dr Roger Mugford of the Animal Behaviour Centre, who recommends this kind and practical solution to avoid self-mutilation in dogs and cats.

SMART COLLORS FOR SMART COLLARS
Gives Smart owners more choice

Veterinary supply specialist, MDC Exports is delighted to introduce its internationally acclaimed Smart Collar in an array of smart fashionable colours.

The new Smart Collar comes in Teal Green, Pink, Smokey Grey and Clear Translucent, giving pet owners a choice when it comes to this essential post-op accessory.

The outer and inner edging material of the Smart Collar has also been changed in this new design from PVC to neoprene rubber for added comfort for the animal, the owner and the home furnishings.

FOLDWAY EEZISET CAT TRAP™
The original MDC Ezeeiset Cat Trap™ (178-315) has set the standard for the humane capture of feral cats. The only drawback was its bulk in transport, which we have now overcome with a unique collapsible design.

The Foldaway Ezeeiset Cat Trap™ functions in the same way as the original design, except that it can be collapsed rapidly by just four basic manoeuvres to a slim 5cm deep x 76cm long x 27cm wide. The new design is lighter at just 5kg, having an aluminium floor and paint plated black, steel mesh side panels.

Both the original and foldaway Ezeeiset Cat Trap™ designs feature a sliding polyglass end door, to position bait and to transfer a trapped animal into the MDC Trap Transfer Restrainer™ (236-354). The Cat Traps and Restrainer from MDC are matched to be sure that the cat cannot escape, is not stressed and to provide safety for the operator.

Length 76cm x Width 28cm x Height 32cm. Weight 5kg.

178-317 Foldaway Ezeeiset Cat Trap™
178-317A Spare Polyglass Door

PF CAT TRAP™
The PF Cat Trap™ is a lightweight, self-activating trap designed to catch a single cat. Simple to bait and set, it is sprung by means of a treadle plate adjacent to the bait point – a light pressure on the plate releases the drop down door to secure the cat. The main trap components and the cage are made with 2.5cm steel mesh which is plastic coated, and makes the trap virtually silent in operation.

Other features include a lift up door at the rear which provides access for placing bait and is also a transfer door when the trap is used in conjunction with the MDC Trap Transfer Restrainer. There are two carrying handles to ease transport. The PF Trap and the Trap Transfer Restrainer together make a complete trapping facility.

Length 78cm x Width 30cm x Height 32cm. Weight 4.6kg.

178-359 PF Cat Trap
EEZICATCH CAT TRAP™

The Eezicatch Cat Trap™ is the latest design of Cat Trap from MDC, built from 2.5cm x 2.5cm, 1.6mm wire mesh, covered in a green powder-coating to ensure long life. The green colour helps the trap to blend into the background.

We have strived to make a trap which is lightweight but does not trade off weight for strength. The Eezicatch Cat Trap™ will last for many years of constant use. We have also designed the trap for quiet stress-free capture. The door is locked using a simple sliding ring mechanism and this is the only Cat Trap in the MDC range that has an outward opening door. To set the trap you simply raise the front door above the trip bar to make catching the cat a gentle stress-free operation.

The back door slips up to transfer the cat into the Trap Transfer Restrainer (236-354) or any of our other transfer baskets.

178-340 Eezicatch Cat Trap™ Mesh Floor
178-339 Eezicatch Cat Trap™ Solid Floor
178-342A Spare Polyglass Door

The Eezicatch Cat Trap with Mesh Floor is slightly smaller than the Eezicatch Cat Trap Solid Floor (178-339), however it still has enough room inside to accommodate the biggest of Tom cats.

We have traded off size for weight. The Eezicatch Cat Trap only comes with a mesh floor for the same reason. Weighing 4.6kg.

BITEMASTER™ EVERYDAY GLOVE

Similar to the Workaday Glove, the Everyday Glove is made from a heavier gauge, fine quality cow hide lined with Kevlar™. This allows the Everyday Glove to offer greater protection, though there has been some trade off with dexterity to achieve this. The Everyday Glove has a smart appearance, which can be important when viewed in public.

112-365 EVERYDAY Glove MEDIUM Ladies’
112-366 EVERYDAY Glove LARGE Mens’
112-367 EVERYDAY Glove XLARGE Mens’

BITEMASTER™ ULTRA GLOVE

- Bite Shield on Hand • Maximum Dexterity
- Trauma Plate Gauntlet for Excellent Crushing Protection

A nearly ideal combination of dexterity, penetration resistance, and crushing protection. These gloves have a Spectra-lined hand area for maximum penetration protection, while maintaining the dexterity of a driving glove. The gauntlet is extremely well padded and features hidden ‘trauma plates’ to spread the strongest bite forces over a wide area. The shield on the back of the hand protects from crushing bites but does not interfere with gripping. Ideal for working with cats, dogs and all wildlife.

112-357 ULTRA Glove MEDIUM Ladies’
112-358 ULTRA Glove LARGE Mens’
112-359 ULTRA Glove X-LARGE Mens’

TRAPS AND RESTRainers

EEZICATCH CAT TRAP™

The Eezicatch Cat Trap™ is the latest design of Cat Trap from MDC, built from 2.5cm x 2.5cm, 1.6mm wire mesh, covered in a green powder-coating to ensure long life. The green colour helps the trap to blend into the background.

We have strived to make a trap which is lightweight but does not trade off weight for strength. The Eezicatch Cat Trap™ will last for many years of constant use. We have also designed the trap for quiet stress-free capture. The door is locked using a simple sliding ring mechanism and this is the only Cat Trap in the MDC range that has an outward opening door. To set the trap you simply raise the front door above the trip bar to make catching the cat a gentle stress-free operation.

The back door slips up to transfer the cat into the Trap Transfer Restrainer (236-354) or any of our other transfer baskets.

178-340 Eezicatch Cat Trap™ Mesh Floor
178-339 Eezicatch Cat Trap™ Solid Floor
178-342A Spare Polyglass Door

The Eezicatch Cat Trap with Mesh Floor is slightly smaller than the Eezicatch Cat Trap Solid Floor (178-339), however it still has enough room inside to accommodate the biggest of Tom cats.

We have traded off size for weight. The Eezicatch Cat Trap only comes with a mesh floor for the same reason. Weighing 4.6kg.
BITEMASTER™ SAFETY SLEEVE

- Cowhide lined with Kevlar® and Spectra®
- High cut resistance and penetration
- Can be worn under a tunic
- Designed to be used in conjunction with the MDC Workaday Glove

Handle difficult cats without fear of personal injury.

112-362 Safety Sleeve Ladies’ PAIR
112-363 Safety Sleeve Mens’ PAIR

MULTI CATCH CAT TRAP

This manually operated Cat Trap is large enough to accommodate four cats and is designed specifically for dealing with feral cat colonies and in particular for capturing a queen and her kittens. In practice the trap is kept under observation and at the appropriate moment the trap door is closed by means of a line attached to a release mechanism. Bait is placed via a lift-up rear door which also provides the means for transferring the cats individually into an MDC Trap Transfer Restrainer. The trap door is carried on twin swinging arms and combines the advantages of a drop door with those of a hinged door. The cage and doors are made from 2.5cm steel mesh which is zinc plated for durability.

Length 76cm x Width 61cm x Height 30cm. Weight 9kg.

184-316 Multi Cat Trap (solid floor)
184-313 Multi Cat Trap (mesh floor)
178-315A Spare Polyglass Door

BITEMASTER™ WORKDAY GLOVES

Our Workaday Gloves are designed for day-in, day-out wear, yet offer unusually high protection against penetration from bites and scratches, thanks to their topgrain leather construction with full Spectra lining. This is a police field glove, beefed up for animal handling. We have not found a more comfortable glove in the world for offering this level of safety.

112-353 Workaday Gloves SMALL
112-354 Workaday Gloves MEDIUM
112-355 Workaday Gloves LARGE
112-356 Workaday Gloves XLARGE

MAC TRAP™

This robust steel manual cat trap, is manually operated by means of a pull cord, allowing the operator to select which cat to trap; this trap is particularly useful for catching a mother with kittens.

The Mac Trap is the latest design from MDC, built from 2.5cm x 2.5cm, 1.6mm wire mesh, covered in black paint-plated to ensure longer life. The black colour also helps the trap blend into the background.

The back door slips up to transfer the cat into the trap transfer restrainer (236-354) or any of our other transfer baskets.

This trap also has the advantage that both doors can be removed enabling the cat to walk through the trap, thereby becoming familiar with the cage before trapping begins.

Length 76cm x Width 28cm x Height 28cm. Weight 6kg.

178-320 Mac Trap™
OPERATOR PROTECTION

SALES@DUGGANVET.IE

BITEMASTER™ ANIMAL HANDLING GAUNTLET

• Elkhide Lined with Kevlar felt by DuPont
• Cut Resistant and Fire Proof
• High Protection Against Penetration
• Comfort For Everyday Use

Our re-designed Animal Handling Gauntlet offers high penetration resistance and is comfortable to use everyday. The hand is made from Elkhide whilst the cuff is made from cowhide, fully lined with Kevlar felt by DuPont. Suitable for handling feral cats and small monkeys. The gauntlet has a 35cm cuff and weighs approximately 45g. They are available in 2 sizes, mens’ and ladies’.

112-346 Bitemaster™ Animal Handling Gauntlet Ladies’
112-348 Bitemaster™ Animal Handling Gauntlet Mens’

RABIES GLOVE

• Elkhide Lined with Kevlar felt by DuPont
• Cut Resistant and Fire Proof
• High Protection Against Penetration
• Trauma Plate Gauntlet for Excellent Crush & Bite Protection

Good quality, strongly made gloves, featuring leather hands with double skinned protective panels on the back. The generous cuffs are made of stout canvas with heavy interlining. The gloves are flexible in the hand, and at the wrist, and are suitable for dealing with vicious dogs. They weigh approximately 1kg. Different sizes are available for ladies and men.

112-344 Rabies Glove Mens’
112-345 Rabies Glove Ladies’

MX CRUSHING PROTECTION GLOVE

Removable top-grain padded outer layer. Inner layer features elkhide hand for dexterity plus heavily padded gauntlet. Ideal for large, dangerous dogs or other crushing-bite animals as well as raptors and large wildlife.

112-342 MX Crushing Protection Glove Small Ladies’
112-343 MX Crushing Protection Glove Large Mens’

TRAPS AND RESTRAINERS

TRAP ID SYSTEM

Manufactured to fit all of our Cat Traps and Baskets, thereby making identification easy. Simply wrap the cable ties through the mesh and pull out the waterproof plastic card, thereby giving cages and traps permanent individuality.

If a cat is found in distress then a member of the public will have your contact details to ensure the captured animal receives the care it needs.

178-301 Trap I.D. Complete System
178-303 Trap I.D. Card Only

CAT TRAP COVER

The MDC Cat Trap Cover is made from military quality PVC canvas, and is waterproof, tough and washable. It fits all of the MDC Cat Traps excluding the Extended Eziset and Multi Catch Trap.

Improve your success rate by setting your trap with the cover in place. It will also protect the cat from the elements after being trapped. To set the trap, just unzip and roll up the front; there is Velcro to keep it in place.

Length 81.5cm x Width 32cm x Height 32cm.

178-314 Cat Trap Cover

CAT TRAP COMB

Used to hold a cat at the rear of the trap so that an injection can be administered without fear of escape when opening the trap. Coax the cat to the rear of the trap, insert the comb to restrict the cat’s movement, then administer the injection.

For use with the Ezizatch Cat Trap.

178-343 Cat Trap Comb

SALES@DUGGANVET.IE
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"WARRIOR" ATTACK PROTECTION SUIT

We have updated the design of our Warrior Protection Suit to give more flexibility; there has been no trade off with protection and we are sure you will approve of our new design. Still manufactured to a very high standard, the ultimate in personal protection using Kevlar and Cordura, we are able to make the Warrior suit both strong and lightweight, weighing only 6kg for the standard size.

Protective and soft, the Warrior suit will not restrict movement. The jacket is closed by fast metal clips and Velcro, permitting the operator to work in security and comfort.

Available in black only.

All MDC suits have been CE agreed according to the European Law concerning protective clothes. (Non Returnable)

201-502 WARRIOR Suit SMALL Ladies (48)
201-503 WARRIOR Suit SMALL/MEDIUM Mens (50)
201-504 WARRIOR Suit LARGE Mens (52)
201-505 WARRIOR Suit X-LARGE Mens (54)

A NOTE ABOUT ANIMAL PROTECTION GLOVES

MDC Animal Protection Gloves are designed to be as protective as possible but, as with all gloves, will have certain limitations. MDC gloves must be used intelligently, cautiously, and with the assumption that injuries caused by animals may occur while using them.

Each MDC Animal Protection Glove is made for specific purposes with known trade-offs such as greater dexterity for decreased protection or reduced dexterity for increased protection. In general, thinner gloves provide decreased penetration protection as well as decreased crushing protection. The materials used also influence the amount of protection provided. Be sure you understand the limitations of your gloves before purchasing them.

Our commitment is to provide our customers with the best equipment we can, to assist you in doing the safest job possible in your work with animals, but we cannot guarantee 100% protection in the wide variety of situations you encounter.

STAINLESS STEEL CARRYING CAT BASKET

This is the first Cat Basket of its kind in the world to be made of stainless steel, which cat’s claws cannot damage. Cages that are currently used tend to harbour germs where cats have made scratches in their surfaces. The hygienic Cat Basket will protect animals from disease and infection during their stay in surgery, making for happier, healthier patients.

The Stainless Steel Cat Basket is strong, durable and can be flame sterilized. This is particularly useful in preventing the spread of ringworm.

Each Stainless Steel Cat Basket also comes with a two year free replacement guarantee.

- Patent pending
- Strong and durable
- Easy to clean and sterilize
- 2 years no quibble guarantee

A vacuum-formed plastic tray which is light and forms a strong base when placed in the Standard Cat Basket is supplied, free of charge.

Length 46cm x Width 29cm x Height 29cm. Weight 2kg.

236-350SS Cat Carrying Basket Stainless Steel
236-350CSS Spare Locking Rod

STAINLESS STEEL SPECIFICATION 304

236-344 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Pink - 5PK
236-345 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Yellow - 5PK
236-346 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Green - 5PK
236-347 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Blue - 5PK
236-348 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Red - 5PK

CAT BASKET ACCESSORIES

The MDC Cat Basket cover is both light and airy. It is made from 100% cotton, making it hard wearing so it will give years of service.

Replacement Plastic Handles for the Cat Baskets come in a PVC wallet holding a set of 5 handles of all the same colour. This allows the user to colour code their system.

236-344 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Pink - 5PK
236-345 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Yellow - 5PK
236-346 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Green - 5PK
236-347 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Blue - 5PK
236-348 Plastic Cat Basket Handle Red - 5PK
**STAINLESS STEEL TRAP TRANSFER RESTRAINER**

This is the first Cat Basket of its kind in the world to be made of stainless steel, which cats' claws cannot damage. The plastic cages that are currently used tend to harbour germs where cats have made scratches in their surfaces. The hygienic Cat Cage will protect animals from disease and infection during their stay in surgery making for happier, healthier patients.

The stainless steel Cat Basket is strong, durable and can be sterilized. This is particularly useful in preventing the spread of ringworm.

Each stainless steel Cat Basket also comes with a two year free replacement guarantee.

- Stainless steel specification SS304
- Patent pending
- Strong and durable
- Easy to clean and sterilize
- 2 years no quibble guarantee

236-354SS Trap SS304 Trap Transfer Rest
236-354HSS Trap with ending door SS304
Transfer Basket
236-353SS Cat Restraining Basket SS304
236-350CSS Spare Locking Rod

The MDC Trap Transfer Restraint has been designed primarily to facilitate injection or other treatments of agitated or fractious cats, (also toy breeds of dog and other small animals).

The unit consists of a cat basket fitted with a moveable internal partition – this has running bars attached which extend outside the basket to form handles. In practice the partition is drawn forward until the animal is held gently but firmly against the basket. In this position an injection or any suitable procedure can be carried out easily and effectively. A particularly useful feature is that once the partition has been correctly positioned, the handles can be pressed together and the partition held in place with one hand, leaving the other hand free to administer treatment.

We have provided a slide-up door at one end. When the door is raised, it allows the transfer of a cat from any of the MDC Cat Traps. This eliminates the need to physically handle feral or fractious cats and allows treatment to be carried out safely.

Length 46cm x Width 29cm x Height 29cm.
Weight 3.11kg. (without panel)

**MDC FLAT-PACK PET PEN**

The MDC Flat-pack Pet Pen is ideal for rearing kittens or puppies. Also suitable for housing feral cats, it has one drop down door at the front with an opening big enough (22”x16”) to accept our Trap Transfer Restraint (236-354). The top panel has been split into two halves making it easier for an operator to feed or clean when housing a feral animal.

Made with strong steel mesh which is plastic coated the pen is easy to erect and is secured with just 3 rods. A door measuring 51cm x 31cm is provided to allow access for feeding or cleaning.

The pen is large enough to accommodate a litter tray and feeding bowls, with ample room for sleep and play. A fibre glass tray into which the pens fit is available.

238-340 MDC Flat-Pack Pet Pen
Length 91cm x Width 58cm x Height 61cm. Weight 7kg.
238-341 Fibreglass Base Tray
Length 92cm x Height 61cm. (Fits outside the cage)
238-343 Polyethylene Budget Base Tray
Length 97cm x Depth 65cm x Height 2cm (Fits outside the cage)
PET PEN SOLUTIONS

General Purpose and Travel Pens for Cats and Dogs

MDC ‘Pet Pen Solutions’ is an individual system of foldaway cages for pets. They are designed for permanent and temporary housing and are especially suitable for the rescue of stray or feral cats.

Manufactured from zinc-plated 5cm x 2.5cm steel mesh, all of the panels are interchangeable, so we can make most sizes with door entry combinations to meet your requirements.

- Comfortable extra housing for busy Veterinary Centres, Kennels and Catteries
- Ideal for Kitten and Puppy Rearing
- For use with or without the Fibreglass Tray

This picture is of our Kitten Pen in use (238-352) and was supplied by "Voice Of the Cat’s Alliance" (Vocal) – Crete, Greece.

FIBREGLASS TRAY

238-341
36cm x 24cm x 3cm. Optional Extra.

TRAP TRANSFER RESTRAINER

The MDC Trap Transfer Restrainer has been designed primarily to facilitate injection or other treatments of agitated or fractious cats, (also toy breeds of dog and other small animals).

The unit consists of a cat basket fitted with a movable internal partition – this has running bars attached which extend outside the basket to form handles. In practice the partition is drawn forward until the animal is held gently but firmly against the basket. In this position an injection or any suitable procedure can be carried out easily and effectively. A particularly useful feature is that once the partition has been correctly positioned, the handles can be pressed together and the partition held in place with one hand, leaving the other hand free to administer treatment.

We have provided a slide-up door at one end. When the door is raised it allows the transfer of a cat from any of the MDC Cat Traps. This eliminates the need to physically handle feral or fractious cats and allows treatment to be carried out safely.

Length 46cm x Width 28cm x Height 28cm. Weight 3.1kg. (without panel)

**238-354** Trap Transfer Restrainer
**238-353** Cat Restrainer (no end door)
**238-354H** Trap Transfer Basket (end opening)
**238-350C** Spare Rod for Lid

THE NURSES’ BEST FRIEND™

The Nurses’ Best Friend™ is a Feline Dropover Basket that uses a unique system for removing difficult cats from their cages. It also has a restraining panel to hold the cat still, so that an injection can be administered.

From time to time in busy veterinary centres, cat homes and animal shelters, there are cats that prove difficult to remove from their cages.

With the MDC Nurses’ Best Friend™, you simply remove the sliding floor, then drop the basket over the cat, replacing the sliding floor with the cat safely contained in the basket.

This simple to use device eliminates all the struggling, stress and upset that was previously associated with trying to entrap an animal. As a result of this easy process you will totally eliminate any risk of personal injury providing you with the perfect answer to this most anxious task.

Length 46cm x Width 30cm x Height 30cm. Weight 3kg.

**238-355** Nurses’ Best Friend™
**238-355H** Nurses’ Best Friend™ (with end door & restraining panel)
**238-356** Nurses’ Best Friend™ (without restraining panel)
**238-357** Replacement Floor Panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Size - CM (L) x (D) x (H)</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>238-352</td>
<td>Pel Pen</td>
<td>91 x 61 x 61</td>
<td>One Drop Down Door</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-344</td>
<td>Pel Pen</td>
<td>91 x 61 x 61</td>
<td>Two Drop Down Doors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-338</td>
<td>Pel Pen</td>
<td>152 x 61 x 61</td>
<td>Two Drop Down Doors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-357</td>
<td>Pel Pen</td>
<td>91 x 61 x 61</td>
<td>Two Independent Swing Doors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-363</td>
<td>Pel Pen</td>
<td>122 x 61 x 61</td>
<td>One or Two Drop Down Doors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-341</td>
<td>Fibreglass Tray</td>
<td>91 x 61 x 7</td>
<td>Fits Outside Cage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-339</td>
<td>Fibreglass Tray</td>
<td>152 x 61 x 7</td>
<td>Fits Outside Cage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-343</td>
<td>Polyethylene Budget Tray</td>
<td>97 x 65 x 2</td>
<td>Fits Outside Cage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Trays not available to fit this size cage.
HOSPITALISATION BASKET
The Hospitalisation Basket has been developed to house cats, particularly territorial or fractious cats, following veterinary treatment, and has a number of important features. First there is an end door to facilitate transfer of the cat from a Trap Transfer Basket or restraining basket. Then once safely installed the cat can be confined to one half of the basket by means of a divider panel, whilst the other half is cleaned – the top opening is divided for this reason. These features eliminate the need for any contact between the cat and the attendant so that both can remain calm and safe at all times. The basket is spacious and can accommodate a litter tray and food.

The basket is made with strong steel mesh and is then plastic dipped for durability and ease of cleaning.
Length 102cm x Width 38cm x Height 35cm. Weight 5.5kg.
236-320 Hospitalisation Basket
236-320D Spare Door/Divider

QUEEN’S CAGE
Designed to be used in conjunction with the Hospitalisation Basket, the Queen’s Cage provides a means for isolating the queen from her litter in the event of the need for veterinary treatment or cleaning.

The lift-up end door corresponds with that on the Hospitalisation Basket, so a transfer can be made without the need for the queen to be handled. The basket is made with strong steel mesh, plastic dipped for durability and has a top opening door for ease of cleaning.
Length 56cm x Width 38cm x Height 38cm. Weight 3.4kg.
236-322 Queen’s Cage
236-323 Queen’s Cage
with end door & removable floor panel
(‘Can be used as a Dropover Basket’)

STANDARD CAT CARRYING BASKET
A range of high quality, strongly made baskets manufactured using 2.5cm square steel mesh, coated in non-toxic PVC for durability and hygiene. All the baskets have top opening panels with rod and eye fasteners and carrying handles. Although designed primarily for cats they can also be used for other small animals such as puppies and toy breeds of dogs and rabbits.

A vacuum-formed plastic tray which is lightweight and forms a strong base when placed in the Standard Cat Basket, is supplied, free of charge.

Length 46cm x Width 29cm x Height 29cm. Weight 2.6 kg.
(Plastic floor tray included with basket)
236-350 Carrying Basket - White
236-350R Carrying Basket - Red
236-350BK Carrying Basket - Black
236-350B Carrying Basket - Blue
236-350G Carrying Basket - Green
236-350C Spare Locking Rod
192-425 Spare Plastic Tray

MICRO BASKET
Small kitten basket designed to hold one kitten.
Occasionally when running a TNR scheme you will come across infant kittens where their mum is not present; it is then essential that you catch the mum. If you place the kitten in the Micro Basket then place the basket at the back of a cat trap, the mother will always come to the cry of her kitten, so is easily trapped and reunited with her baby.

Length 20cm x Width 13.5cm x Height 13cm. Weight 0.8kg.
236-358 Micro Basket (Kitten Basket)